Safety, sterility and packaging standards without compromise.

What are you into?

In the medical and dental fields, patient safety is paramount. To protect the health of patients, the packaging for testing and imaging materials, instruments and devices is just as critical as the tests and procedures themselves. With specifications that important, you’ll want an experienced partner qualified to meet all your packaging requirements.

It’s what we call the “into it” factor. Perhaps it’s our employee ownership. Or that we’ve put together foolproof and time-tested packaging solutions for demanding uses, all in one place. Or maybe it’s because we like what we do and are good at it. But it sure helps us support all the highly-controlled and critical applications you’re into.
It’s our quality control that’s rigid

Boost the health of your business.
Whether you’re a distributor or a vendor, Maco PKG makes it faster and easier to produce the products you need for your medical or dental clients. We’ve been meeting strict manufacturing standards for decades, and have people on staff with deep knowledge, wide-ranging technical expertise and long tenure. They’ll partner with you to get your packaging produced, quickly and cost-effectively.

Packaging solutions from head to toe.
Whether you’re looking for barrier envelopes for imaging devices, autoclavable bags to sterilize instruments, pouches to hold joint-replacement parts or specialty foil lids for instrument trays, Maco has produced them—and more. We specialize in custom solutions for each of our clients, and we have extensive experience in the medical and dental device markets.

It starts with diagnosing the right solution.
Even if there doesn’t seem to be one, quite yet. You provide us with your product requirements, and we can do the rest—right up to first article approval. You can also count on your Maco team to suggest cost-effective ways to stretch your budget. Which is good for the health of your entire value chain, in addition to your bottom line.

What you need, when you need it—STAT.
That includes quick prototypes for trial runs, to see how they work. With a 200,000-square-foot facility, we can also offer you advantageous warehousing of your materials, for JIT delivery of the products you need most often. And because we serve clients from North and South America to Europe and Asia, we can handle deliveries of your products anywhere they need to go.

We’re ISO 9001:2008 certified. We operate according to cGMP and cGLP standards and use current ASTM Standards. And, we have three testing laboratories on the plant floor to assure quality testing. For tests that can’t be performed onsite at Maco, we work closely with accredited, third-party laboratories to deliver results quickly and accurately.

Tell us what you’re into. Multi-layer and leak-proof pouches that withstand high pressure, contamination-proof bags that can be mailed, nonwoven applications for decontamination purposes, secure barrier envelopes that are easy to handle—no matter what you’re into, Maco PKG will tackle it with energy and our technical expertise. Call 315.225.1000, or visit www.macopkg.com today.

Talk to your Maco Pkg rep today, or visit us online at MacoPkg.com

Since 1929, Maco PKG has offered clients a diverse solution set for custom manufacturing of all types of bags/pouches and the contract packaging of both liquid and dry food and beverage products. Fueled by an engaged employee ownership, Maco PKG specializes in enthusiastic, efficient and proactive support for all aspects of the packaging process. Maco PKG is located in Newark, New York, where the company operates a modern, 200,000-square-foot facility.
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